
Teachers have such an important role in children’s lives and it’s hard to know how best to support each child
in your classroom. For many children in Minnesota (and beyond), adoption is one of the special situations
that can affect their performance and sense of belonging at school.
 

One out of every 25 US families have a child who is adopted. About 135,000 children are adopted in the U.S.
each year. About 50,000 to 60,000 adoptions each year are from the foster care system, which means the
child was most likely adopted at an older age after experiencing abuse or neglect. Other adoptions are of
children adopted in private US adoptions (including step-parent adoptions) or from other countries.
 

Below we outline some ideas to help you better support children in your class who may be adopted. As with
any situation, each child is unique and the first step is to get to know each child and their parent(s) so you can
partner to address anything that comes up.

Supporting a Student Who Is Adopted

Respect the child’s privacy. Many children do not want their peers or even other teachers to know
about their personal family situation. Let the child take the lead—if they bring up adoption, encourage
and support them but never tell others about their family life or ask them to educate others on adoption. 

Partner with the child’s parent(s). Make sure you have a good understanding of the child’s needs and
have clear information about how the parent(s) and child want to be supported. 

Use “people first” language to acknowledge the child if you are talking about the adoption. Say “a
student is adopted” and not that the child is “an adopted student”. This places the focus on the child and
doesn’t define their identity solely through their adoption experience.

Focus on building relationships to gain their trust. Children who are adopted may have experienced
physical or emotional abuse and neglect from the people they once trusted the most. Even in infant
adoptions, a child often feels loss that may affect their relationships and their ability to trust.

Encourage positive peer interactions. Some children who have been adopted may have difficulty
interacting with their peers. Model appropriate social skills and support positive peer interactions. If it’s
the right fit for them and their family, you can encourage children to get involved in clubs, sports, music,
art, and other activities that foster positive relationships. 

Get to know the child’s specific needs. Many children who are adopted receive therapy and participate
in other activities. This often leaves little time for homework and can take an emotional toll on the child.
Consider providing alternate forms of assessment, reducing homework, and adjusting due dates to
alleviate stress and anxiety. Children who have been adopted from foster care are also more likely to
have a disability or learning challenge or to be behind in school due to moves. You can help advocate for
them to get the support they need.
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S.A.F.E. at School: Support for Adoptive Families by Educators 
https://adoptionsupport.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/SAFE-at-School.pdfResources

Child Welfare Information Gateway resources on schools https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/adoption/adopt-parenting/school/

Adoption Basics for Educators: How Adoption Impacts Children & How Educators Can Help
http://www.ifapa.org/pdf_docs/AdoptionBasicsforEducators.pdf

The Adoptive Difference: New Evidence On How Adopted Children Perform in School
https://ifstudies.org/blog/the-adoptive-difference-new-evidence-on-how-adopted-children-perform-in-schooleJBjTGo7DCZzy3-

FnwrAwJwjo

Including Adoption in Everyday Teaching
https://adoption.com/including-adoption-in-everyday-teaching

How to Help a Traumatized Child in the Classroom 
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/the_silent_epidemic_in_our_classrooms

Trauma Handout for School Staff  
www.attachmenttraumanetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/UpdatedTrauma-Handout-Teal-Logo-Right-1.pdf

How Trauma Affects Kids in School  
https://childmind.org/article/how-trauma-affects-kids-school/

Resources for Trauma Informed School Systems  
https://www.nctsn.org/trauma-informed-care/creating-trauma-informed-systems/schools

Trauma-Informed Discipline 
 https://waldenfamily.org/tips-on-trauma-informed-discipline/

The Difference Between Discipline and Punishment
https://www.understood.org/articles/en/the-difference-between-discipline-and-punishment

Think carefully about your assignments. Family-based assignments that assume one mom and one
dad are problematic for many families, but can be especially challenging for adoptees. Other
assignments such as those about family trees or history or with baby pictures or genetics don’t work
well for children who may not know their history. 

Learn about a trauma-based approach. Students who have a history of trauma may not be able to
easily identify the things they need or the things that are bothering them. When you view a child who is
adopted through a trauma lens it can help you understand how to better connect and communicate
with them. Learn more at https://www.nctsn.org/resources/child-trauma-toolkit-educators or
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/how-trauma-changing-childrens-brains

Normalize the experience of adoption without making it personal. Most children have little control
over their adoption.Talk about adoption in a general way and teach students that it is normal for
children to live in homes with people who may or may not be biologically related to them. Some
children get uncomfortable if the conversation feels like it’s about them, so be careful to keep it general
and watch for their reactions.
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